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The NIWUS tool: 
the context and UX flow



NIWUS – intelligent support of system 
stakeholders

✔ a tool for intelligent
suport describing
qualifications and assigning
the level of the national
framework

✔ UCD methodology

✔potential users and 
experts involvement



Principle: strong involvement of potential users

• Acquiring information about 
the needs and expectationsResearch

• Participation in the development 
of tool concepts and mock-ups Support

• Prototypes tests, tool versions 
verification, collecting feedback Reasoning



✔Workshops based on the Design Thinking method: 
✔Verification of the usability of the solutions for application users

✔The use of data from the IQR

✔ The In-Depth Interview method:
✔ Testing a clickable mockup of an application

✔ Focus on usabilities and challenges that need to be addressed

✔ NIWUS: Conducting a survey of the needs and expectations of the 
application’s users
✔ Expectations on automatic/semi-automatic support for users’ work

✔ Assessment of AI-based microservices and selection of relevant
functionalities

Cooperation with future users



✔ In developing the IT tools that support the Integrated Qualifications
Register's operations, experts in the field were invited to collaborate. 

✔ It was important for these experts to have the general idea of the 
Integrated Qualification System, i.e.
✔ Programmers

✔ Graphic designers

✔ HR experts

✔ Career counsellors

✔ Experts in describing qualifications and levelling

Cooperation with experts



✔The authors of the expert report covered 7 countries in depth.

✔Additionally, they conducted a survey in next 10 countries. 

The expert report confirmed that the solutions adopted in the tool after 
the study, such as linking of similar qualifications, syntactic and semantic 
analyses of learning outcomes, are valuable also for users of foreign 
registers.

NIWUS: Expert evaluation of foreign solutions



Result: 3 countries/regions were identified whose work could inspire the 
development of the NIWUS tool:

NIWUS: Expert evaluation of foreign solutions

Belgium

• AHOVOKS
• Flemish 

region

France

• Cereq

South Africa

• SAQA



The NIWUS tool 
and 10 UX principles by Jakob Nielsen



✔ Clear and transparent navigation based on tabs

Show system status

Visible place of user’s 
current involvment



✔ Redesign the form so that its fields are grouped into sections arranged
according to a logical sequence. Simplified names were developed for 
some form fields. Instructions for filling in the fields appear in tooltips.

Match between the system and the real world



✔ Users should be able to 
manage their activities. 
For better organization of 
one’s own work, the user 
can switch between 
sections with information 
on which section he/she 
has not yet filled in 
completely. The user can 
explore the application 
without registering.

Give the user full control



✔ Current industry standards and users’ habits related to how the tools
work were respected. Attention was paid to the visual consistency of 
the elements within the application.

Stick to standards and maintain consistency



✔ The application is designed in such a way that the user is informed 
about the effects of his/her actions, including the incorrect ones, 
which may influence the way the application works.

✔ Some fields contain sample wording to help the user fill out a 
particular section of the application. 

✔ The samples are provided by default – the user can use, delete, 
and modify them at will.

Prevent errors

Qualification recipients description



✔ Users of the application work in different ways, and have their habits, 
and their own pace of work. 

✔ The application interface can be customised so that anyone can work 
as efficiently as possible. 

✔ It is possible to stop work at any time without losing the entered data.

Ensure flexibility and efficiency



✔ It was decided that a short instructional video should be included on 
the product page.

✔ The prompts should be displayed as tooltips and describe the 
behavior of specific functionalities guiding the user to a sequence of 
actions supported by the application.

Provide support and documentation

Pointing the location of the notebook



✔ The application is designed so that the user enters specific data only 
once. Once entered, the data is automatically processed and pulled to 
where it will be used further on in the process.

Let the user choose instead of remember



✔ The user also has continuous access to auxiliary tools:
✔notebook, where he/she can write any content and create his/her own

bookmarks,

✔toolbox, which provides hints and tips for the currently active section.

✔In addition, 3 microservices are planned:

1) suggesting the PQF level,

2) suggesting the type of validation methods for learning outcomes,

3) showing similar qualifications.

✔Automate whatever you can and whatever makes sense

Let the user choose instead of remember



Automate whatever you can
and whatever makes sense

System architecture and AI models



✔We are developing the NIWUS tool using 
a microservice architecture
✔It is a “network” composed of a few 

independent modules that communicate 
through application programming interfaces 
(APIs)
✔Services can be independently built and 

deployed
✔autonomous developer teams
✔each of the services performs a limited 

number of actions
✔implementing changes is unlikely to break 

the entire application
✔It is also being preferred by our contractors 

(state of the art in the ML world)

Microservices

https://bi-

insider.com/posts/overview-of-

microservice-architecture/



✔We developed machine learning models and served them as APIs:
1. classification of qualifications by the PQF level (based on 

synthetic characteristics, as well as learning outcomes)
2. classification of qualifications by validation methods (assigning

validation methods to learning outcomes and their criteria and 
then, to qualification)

3. finding and grouping similar qualifications
4. semantic search engine employing textual similarity models

✔Our technologies of choice are: 
✔Python, huggingface (BERT), FastAPI, Docker
✔scikit-learn, fastText, spaCy, PyTorch
✔Elasticsearch

AI, automation, and microservices



✔Data:
✔various possibilities of problem modelling
✔based on learning outcomes
✔based on synthetic characteristics

✔limited number of (labelled) data
✔~1600 samples / ~720 synth. characteristics 
✔problematic class imbalance

✔Insights:
✔model is quite accurate although it is not easily 

explainable
✔PQF level seems to be (to some degree) 

imposed on qualifications and not embedded 
in descriptions (lack/ambiguity of linguistic 
indicators such as verbs or adverbial phrases)

✔Results: 
✔accuracy: ~70% for precision, ~95% for recall (k=3)
✔problem of overfitting

Classification of qualifications by the PQF level



✔Data:
✔limited number of (labelled) data
✔~1300 samples
✔normalized by our experts team

✔data type
✔(descriptions of) learning and 

validation criteria
✔reduced number of validation 

methods (via generalization): 
written or oral assignment, 
activity, evidence

✔Insights:
✔huge contribution of 

action verbs to the model’s 
prediction

✔Results: 
✔>95% of accuracy
✔no problem of overfitting

Classification of qualifications by validation methods



✔Tests of various methods:
✔since 2019
✔in cooperation with contractors, 

e.g., Institute of Computer Science 
Polish Academy of Sciences

✔Insights:
✔best results were achieved by using 

WordNet and sentence embedding 
methods (sentence-BERT)

✔Results: 
✔>95% of accuracy (in the task of 

semantic similarity classification)
✔(clustering is an unsupervised task, 

so we can evaluate its results only in 
comparison with other methods)

Finding and grouping (clustering) similar qualifications



✔Full-text and semantic search
✔Elasticsearch as a technology of choice 

(fast and scalable)
✔Custom sentence-BERT model for 

Polish
✔based on HerBERT model (base/large)
✔fine-tuned on dataset of non-domain-

specific paraphrases 
✔a dataset of domain-specific 

paraphrases in preparation
✔Online Job Advertisements
✔Learning outcomes
✔ESCO skills
✔curricula

Semantic search engine Q
u

alificatio
n
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Summary

By Manypixels Gallery

https://iconscout.com/contributors/manypixels-gallery


APPLICATION

EXPERTS

VERIFICATION

ASSISTANCE

CONTROL

✔ The resulting model of cooperation with people who are familiar with 
the idea of the IQS, and are experts in the field, brought many benefits
during the development of the application.

Good applications arise from good practices



Experts were able to evaluate:

✔ the tool concept

✔generating the ideas concerning the functionalities

✔ correspondence to the needs of the target audience

User as a participant and expert



✔ Interpretation of the obtained results, considering both research 
and IT tools

✔prototyping culture and human in the loop

✔proof of concept (minimum viable product/minimum viable progress), start 
small and ‘fail fast’ approach

✔sequential iterations of the product development

✔AI results interpreted and curated by experts

✔Continuous Integration/Continuous Development 

✔IT standard (cf. GitHub)

✔CI/CD also in data science: the cycle of an AI product development

✔data quality (number of samples and annotation tagset)

✔model versions (various AI algorithms and methods)

✔result reports (newsletters, conference presentations, journal articles)

Verification and control (human in the loop)
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